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PLASTIC SURGERY

RAYMOND JEAN, MD
Main Line Plastic Surgery

Q What are some of the minimally
invasive options you offer?

We now have laser body sculpting, laser neck lifts, injectable fillers, Botox, blood PRP facials and facelifts, and much more. These
are performed in my office and do not require general anesthesia. My patients love these procedures because they have very
short recovery times and dramatic, affordable results.

Q What should someone look for

when choosing a plastic surgeon?
Be knowledgeable and informed! First, make sure your doctor is
a board-certified plastic surgeon, which means he or she has met
very rigorous training requirements and specializes in your surgery. Second, you should look at online reviews – many people
spend more time Googling restaurants than they do their doctors. Finally, you want someone you like and respect. At Main
Line Plastic Surgery, we are always available to answer all your
question before and after your procedure.
Raymond jean, MD, of Main Line Plastic Surgery

Q What are the most common
procedures you perform?

I am an expert in breast and body surgeries and well as
minimally invasive face and neck procedures. My most
common treatments are breast augmentation, breast
lifts, and tummy tucks. I also perform many in-office,
minimally invasive procedures, including laser face
and neck lifts, and laser liposuction with SmartLipo.

Q What trends are you seeing?
I’m seeing more men interested in cosmetic surgery and minimally invasive procedures. They often want to rejuvenate
their faces and necks. I’m also seeing more younger women
requesting ‘mommy makeovers’ – a post-pregnancy rejuvenation that can include breast augmentation, a tummy tuck,
and/or liposuction.

Q What is the biggest misconception
about plastic surgery?

People associate plastic surgery with what they see on TV or in
supermarket tabloids and that’s not what they want to look like.
But what they’re seeing isn’t typical. The best plastic surgery
procedure is one that looks completely natural, which is my goal
100% of the time.

Q How do women decide on what

size is right when it comes to breast
augmentation?
We use the MENTOR® Volume Sizing System, which fits
silicone molds over a woman’s natural breasts to create a
more realistic preview of her new size. Our patients can wear
these molds under their clothes, a bathing suit or workout
wear to really see how they will look after their breast
augmentation.
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